
May 29, 2021

Hello Class of 2021 Families:

The purpose of this letter is to provide some details about our Franklin High School Graduation 2021.
First, as the Governor has lifted almost all restrictions with regard to outdoor events, we have decided to
have only one ceremony during which all members of the Class of 2021 will graduate together. In talking
with our Seniors, this is what they said they wanted and they are thrilled that they will be able to enjoy
this momentous occasion as a unified class.

The date of the graduation will be Tuesday, June 29th at 10 AM. We sent out a survey offering four
dates: Friday, June 25th, Monday, June 28th, Tuesday, June 29th, and Wednesday, June 30th. While the
majority picked Friday, June 25th, a large enough percentage of families and students wanted us to stick
with one of the original three dates: June 28th, June 29th, or June 30th. The reason why so many families
want to go with one of the original dates is because they made travel arrangements so that their loved
ones would be able to fly in to see their graduates. If we went with June 25th, they would not be able to
see their sons, daughters, grandchildren, nieces and nephews, and/or brothers and sisters graduate. June
25th was never one of the original dates, and so these families did not plan for this, and as a school
community, we do not want our fellow Class of 2021 Families members to be deprived of this once-in-a
lifetime opportunity.

So, Tuesday, June 29th at 10 AM is our graduation date and time. Should it be raining badly or there be a
thunderstorm, then we will move the graduation to Wednesday, June 30th at 10 AM. Should it be raining
on Wednesday, which is the rain date, then we would let families know via our phone blast system that
we are moving the graduation into the gymnasium. This is our last scenario.

We will be giving our graduates four tickets a piece. The tickets are NOT necessary for the outdoor
graduation. We are doing our best to keep the graduation outdoors so that you may bring as many guests
as you would like. However, should we have inclement weather on both June 29th and June 30th, then
you would need to use your four tickets to determine which relatives and guests would make it into the
gymnasium. Any additional guests would be able to view the graduation live on screens in the Franklin
High School Auditorium or Cafeteria. These areas will be set up to receive our graduation guests.

More information will be reviewed regarding cap and gown pick-up, ticket pick-up, and graduation
lawn-signs for the Class of 2021 in a later message. Congratulations, Class of 2021 Families, for reaching
this milestone! We are proud of you and we look forward to celebrating this day with all of you.

Sincerely,

Frank Chmiel
Principal

STRENGTH OF THE WARRIOR


